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Framework

I Reputation => Performance => Reputation
I Motivation: Effects of reputation mostly studied from

consumer viewpoint. But how do sellers make choices that
affect their reputation?

I Literature: sellers have some unobservable type. Choice over
time (partially) reveal type.
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Model
Outcomeit =α0 +α1RatingGradei ,t−1 +α2RatingCategoryi ,t−1 +
α3Scorei ,t−1 +α4%Positive+α5Xit +µi +ωt + εit

I Outcome is either revenue or survival
I Four dimensions of reputation:

I RatingGrade
I Category is Heart, Diamond, Crown
I Rating score: Sum of positives / negatives
I Fraction of positive rating

I When might consumers care more about each of these
dimensions?

I Endogeneity: Sales drives reputation drives sales.
I Instrument: Need something that correlates with reputation,

but does not drive sales?
I Use Buyer Rating as instrument. Time spent on Taobao =>

Buying, Selling.
I Time spent not caused by outcome or endogeneous variable?
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Nice Things about the Paper

I Reputation and survival are big, important issues in online
marketplaces.

I Even more so in markets where enforcement and regulatory
measures may be lacking

I Data tracking 1 million sellers over 14 months

I Carefully done modeling and specification (with some
caveats).

I Lots of interesting implications for platform / market design
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Basic Story

I Seller drives transaction volume to get to a critical reputation
threshold.

I After getting to threshold, change to more profitable business
category, expand business.

I Lose to win becomes too much bear for the average seller
I => Survival of a small fraction of sellers
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Some Issues for further exploration
I What does Taobao want?

I Sellers accumulate reputation => can result in entry
deterrence for other sellers.

I Can allow opportunity for another platform to enter
I Why are the returns to reputation so high and seemingly

convex? Might have expected this to be negative.
I What consumer behavior that causes this?
I Within a category, are lower reputation sellers more likely to

sell smaller lower revenue products first and then move to
better products?

I One way to check may be to figure out what the distribution
of prices for that product happens to be, and the nature of
competitors selling the same products.

I Lose to win => negative correlation between below market
transactions and survival likelihood.
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A few additional thoughts

I Online Reputation Management is highly important
I Allows for micro-entrepreneurs (e.g. TaskRabbit, oDesk) and

distributed work

I Not just buying and selling products, but services.

I Reputation arguably more important.
I Is personal experience a substitute or complement for

reputation as determined online?

I Implications for relationship based marketing strategies.
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